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The Blue Djinn of Babylon - Philip Kerr 2008-11-14
Twelve-year-old twins Philippa and John have more adventures when
they become involved in an international adventure involving the Blue
Djinn, the supreme arbiter of all djinn.
The Conch Bearer - Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni 2005-03
After his family is forced into a life of poverty on the harsh streets of
Calcutta and his father goes missing, Anand encounters a stranger who
asks him to watch over his magical conch, and that meeting soon leads
Anand on an important journey into the high mountains to bring the
conch back to its rightful home. Reader's Guide available. Reprint.
Morris . . . the Downside-Up Bat - H. R. Karpes 2013-10-01
Morris likes to hang by his hands instead of by his feet, so everyone
thinks he's positively batty. Morris doesn't care: When he hangs from his
hands, he can fool owls, catch flying snacks, and—most
importantly—watch music programs on TV. Inspired by his favorite
television shows, Morris reinvents his image with a rocker hairdo, funky
costumes, and a sweet guitar. When he hears about an upcoming talent
show, Morris is ecstatic. But bat bullies guard the submission box and
tell Morris he can't be in the talent show if he can't even hang right-side
up. Will Morris convince the bullies of the benefits of downside-up
hanging? And will he be able to take the stage as "Morris the
Magnificent"?Morris, the Downside-Up Bat is a charming story for young
readers and their parents. Both children and adults will love Morris's
spunk and the way this little bat never lets go of his implausible rock 'n'
roll dream. H. R. Karpes has created a fun, relatable celebration of
individuality sure to delight readers of all ages.
Molly Moon Stops the World - Georgia Byng 2009-09-30
Molly Moon, the orphan who once took Broadway by storm, has vowed
never to use her amazing hypnotic powers again. But when she learns
that a megalomaniac master hypnotist called Primo Cell is rumoured to
be controlling the minds of famous movie stars, she has to intervene.
Arriving in Hollywood, Molly, Rocky and Petula the pug get to work.
While Petula is being pampered at a beauty parlour for glamorous
pooches, Molly and Rocky plan how to blag their way into Primo's famous
Oscar-night party. Here they find that their enemy is far more dangerous
and powerful than they suspected. Primo thinks it will be a breeze to
control the minds of two kids, but he doesn't know that Molly has
discovered an extraordinary new ability. Her hypnotic eyes can actually
stop time itself . . .
Double or Nothing - Cartherine Daly 2021-09-07
Tying into the popular Makers Movement, Makers Make it Work is a
series of fun easy-to-read stories that focus on problem-solving and
hands-on action. With bright, eye-catching art and explanatory sidebars
with additional information on the topic, these books show kids how to
use their hands, their heads, their creativity, and their problem-solving
skills to overcome every challenge facing them. Mason and Mia are twins
. . . but don’t always get along. When Mia wins a dolphin at the fair,
Mason wants one, too. If only Mia could make a twin dolphin! With the
Makers Make It Work series, any kid can be a Maker! Each book also
includes an activity for young makers to try themselves. (Topic: 3D
Printing).
Spark of Ash - Molly E. Lee 2022-05-24
The final installment in Molly E. Lee's compelling and compulsive angelsand-demons YA series will have readers on the edge of their seats with a
conclusion no one saw coming. The Ember of Night series is best enjoyed
in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Ember of Night Book #2 Shadow of
Light Book #3 Spark of Ash.
The Island Child - Molly Aitken 2020-01-30
LONGLISTED FOR THE AUTHORS' CLUB BEST FIRST NOVEL AWARD
'Thrillingly original' Naoise Dolan 'Exquisite' Daily Telegraph Twenty
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years ago, Oona left the island of Inis for the very first time. A windblasted rock of fishing boats and turf fires, where girls stayed in their
homes until they became mothers themselves, the island was a gift for
some, a prison for others. The Island Child tells two stories: of the girl
who grew up watching births and betrayals, storms and secrets, and of
the adult Oona, desperate to find a second chance, only to discover she
can never completely escape. As the strands of Oona’s life come
together, in blood and marriage and motherhood, she must accept the
price we pay when we love what is never truly ours . . .
Killers of the Flower Moon - David Grann 2017-04-18
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A
twisting, haunting true-life murder mystery about one of the most
monstrous crimes in American history, from the author of The Lost City
of Z. In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were
members of the Osage Nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered
beneath their land, the Osage rode in chauffeured automobiles, built
mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one,
the Osage began to be killed off. The family of an Osage woman, Mollie
Burkhart, became a prime target. One of her relatives was shot. Another
was poisoned. And it was just the beginning, as more and more Osage
were dying under mysterious circumstances, and many of those who
dared to investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death
toll rose, the newly created FBI took up the case, and the young director,
J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger named Tom White to
try to unravel the mystery. White put together an undercover team,
including a Native American agent who infiltrated the region, and
together with the Osage began to expose one of the most chilling
conspiracies in American history. Look for David Grann’s new book, The
Wager, coming in April 2023!
Sun and Moon Together - Ethan Long 2020-08-11
Sun and Moon Together is a vibrant, graphic picture book compendium
for preschoolers set in a Richard Scarry-inspired environment by Geisel
Award-winning creator Ethan Long. Welcome to another busy day in
Happy County! The Sun is out and shining down on lots of friends.
Grammy Tammy from Miami is doing grimey, slimey laundry. Sssonny
Sssnakerton wants to grow sssunflowers. And when the Sun says
goodbye for the day, the Moon pops up for a new set of adventures. Now
Molly and her mom can make moon shadows and howl night noises. This
48-page full-color primer is chock-full of charming characters and basic
scientific concepts connected to the sun and the moon presented in
simple, accessible terms for the young audience, touching on: the water
cycle, phases of the moon, the solar system, and plenty of clever
scenarios to keep little ones engaged. Happy County #1 Hello, World! #2
Sun and Moon Together Christy Ottaviano Books
Ulysses By the Light of the Halloween Moon - Caroline Stutson 2009
In this cumulative tale, a host of Halloween spooks, including a cat, a
witch, and a ghoul, are drawn to the tapping of a little girl's toe.
Sparrow - Sarah Moon 2017-10-10
The story of a sensitive, gifted African American girl who tells us with
mordant humor what it feels like to spend every day wishing so hard that
you could fly away from it all
Bite Back - Molly Likovich 2021-11-06
"A sensual plunge and worship of ancient creatures, that thrills the mind
and races the beatings of the heart. Likovich's romance will lure you in
and sink its teeth" -Marcia Ruiz, co-author of 'Not a Myth' Henrietta
(Henry) Richards is just trying to make it through her senior year at the
prestigious (and pretentious) Davidson College, but her plans are thrown
way off course when she meets Dorian. Dorian is handsome, alluring, and
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almost as smart as she is. There are only two problems: One, he's her
new Classics professor, and two, he's a centuries old vampire who wants
Henry to join him and his lovers in eternal life. As if that weren't enough
to chew on, The Homerics, Davidson's (not so) secret society, might
actually be a front for ancient vampire hunters, thereby putting Henry,
her friends, and her vampire lovers in grave danger. Senior year is
turning out to be a lot harder than she thought. CONTENT WARNING:
this book contains explicit sexual content intended for readers 18+
proceed with caution.
King Arthur & the Legends of Camelot - Molly Perham 1993
Retells the stories of Merlin, Morgan Le Fay, the Round Table, Sir
Lancelot, Tristram and Iseult, Sir Gareth, the Grail quest, Mordred, and
the decline of Camelot
World Book Day: Molly Moon - Georgia Byng 2004-02-20
Molly Moon's incredible hypnotic powers have gained her a glamorous
existence in New York, where she is often tempted to help unfortunate
people improve their lives. But her well-meaning plan to swap the
positions of a penniless young tramp and an arrogant millionaire for 24
hours goes wrong.
Molly Moon Stops the World - Georgia Byng 2005
Molly Moon is back -- and this time she's hypnotizing her way to the
Academy Awards in Los Angeles. Along with Rocky and Petula the pug,
Molly is tracking the sinister activities of American billionaire Primo Cell,
who wants to become president and take over the world. He has all the
Hollywood celebrities in his power, but Molly Moon has an amazing
power of her own, which even she doesn't know about ...
If You Were a Quadrilateral - Molly Blaisdell 2009-07
Describes the properties of quadrilaterals in mathematics, including
squares and rectangles, and displays everyday items that are
quadrilaterals.
Akhenaten Adventure - P. B. Kerr 2005-09-01
Meet John and Philippa Gaunt, twelve-year-old twins who one day
discover themselves to be descended from a long line of djinn. All of a
sudden, they have the power to grant wishes, travel to extraordinary
places, and make people and objects disappear. Luckily, the twins are
introduced to their eccentric djinn-uncle Nimrod, who will teach them
how to harness their newly found power. And not a moment too soon . . .
since John and Philippa are about to embark on a search to locate a
monstrous pharaoh named Akhenaten and his eerie tomb.
Checked - Cynthia Kadohata 2019-02-12
“Kadohata’s slapshot is the heart-swelling narrative of a father and
son…Truly powerful.” —Jason Reynolds “A deeply poignant story about a
boy sorting out his priorities.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A
vivid, memorable portrayal of a boy within his family, his sport, and his
gradually broadening world.” —Booklist (starred review) From Newbery
Medalist Cynthia Kadohata comes a brilliantly-realized novel about a
hockey player who must discover who he is without the sport that defines
him. Hockey is Conor’s life. His whole life. He’ll say it himself, he’s a
hockey beast. It’s his dad’s whole life too—and Conor is sure that’s why
his stepmom, Jenny, left. There are very few things Conor and his dad
love more than the game, and one of those things is their Doberman,
Sinbad. When Sinbad is diagnosed with cancer, Conor chooses to put his
hockey lessons and practices on hold so they can pay for Sinbad’s
chemotherapy. But without hockey to distract him, Conor begins to
notice more. Like his dad’s crying bouts, and his friend’s difficult family
life. And then Conor notices one more thing: Without hockey, the one
thing that makes him feel special, is he really special at all?
Molly Moon's Hypnotic Holiday - Georgia Byng 2004-02

When they were younger, Knox Alexander swore to Harlow Evans that he
would wait for her to turn eighteen so they could be together. But that
was two and a half years away, and Harlow couldn’t ask him to give up
all the fun and thrills of going away to college for her. As the years
passed, Knox remained a constant in her life but when her eighteenth
birthday came around, Harlow’s heart belonged to someone else. Every
day for the last four years, Harlow has been haunted by that fateful
choice. And though he may appear unaffected by what happened in their
past, Knox has always tried to fill the void Harlow left. But when he
comes stumbling back into her life and refuses to leave, will Harlow
finally let him into her heart…?
Molly Moon & the Monster Music - Georgia Byng 2013-02-26
Molly has developed even more amazing powers in the sixth and final
hypnotic installment of the New York Times bestselling Molly Moon
series—perfect for fans of Lemony Snicket and Pseudonymous Bosch!
Molly Moon can hypnotize or morph into anyone she chooses, travel
through time, read minds—and now, thanks to a mysterious and magical
coin, she can play EVERY instrument. The harmonica! The guitar! The
drums! The piano! You name it. But will Molly be able to free herself
from the coin's powers to save her friends—and herself? In the fun-filled
sixth and final book of the Molly Moon series, Molly must face the
music—the hypnotic music—of a magical coin that has the power to turn
its owners into monsters!
Discover Sound - Pamela Hall 2014-08-01
Describes how sound works, how vibrations of air cause sound waves,
and how ears receive it.
Out of My Mind - Sharon M. Draper 2012-05
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifthgrader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will
allow her to speak for the first time.
Invasion of the Road Weenies - David Lubar 2007-04-01
Invasion of the Road Weenies, a collection of warped and creepy tales
ranging from the silly and offbeat to flat-out horrifying from the awardwinning storyteller and master of the macabre, David Lubar A town is
overrun by road weenies--a.k.a. joggers--who never smile. A girl thinks
she's too old for Halloween...until she finds a special pair of gloves. A boy
takes a shortcut to an unexpected place. A mummy takes his revenge,
one little piece at a time.... Welcome to the weird and wacky world of
award-winning storyteller and master of the macabre, David Lubar.
These thirty-five tales ranging from the silly and offbeat to flat-out
horrifying are just right for reading alone or for telling aloud in the dark.
As an added bonus at the end of the book, David answers the question
most frequently asked of writers with a behind-the-scenes look at the
various ways he got the ideas for the stories in this collection. Don't be a
weenie. Read these stories. If you dare! At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Ear-splitting Sounds and Other Vile Noises - Anna Claybourne
2014-05-15
This series features a look at the weird, revolting and shocking aspects of
science for children at KS2. From electricity to sound and from light to
forces, the books offer Wow fascinating facts, fun examples and true-life
stories to provide ways in to understanding solid scientific principles.
Molly Moon and the Monster Music - Georgia Byng 2012
Molly has developed even "more" amazing powers in the sixth and final
hypnotic installment of the "New York Times"-bestselling Molly Moon
series.
Where the Wild Things Bite - Molly Harper 2016-07-26
In Molly Harper’s witty new paranormal romance, a rare-book expert is
delivering a package to Half Moon Hollow when her plane goes down,
and a sexy vampire comes to her rescue. He’s clearly got ulterior
motives, but does he want to date her…or devour her? Delivering a rare
book to a valued customer is definitely part of mild-mannered archivist
Anna Whitfield’s job description. You know what isn’t? Protecting her
precious cargo from mid-flight theft by the very pilot who is flying her to
Half-Moon Hollow…while trying to appear as unappetizing as possible to
the only other passenger, a vampire. Undead bookstore owner Jane
Jameson could be waiting a very long time for her book. Possibly forever.
Fortunately, Anna’s dashing fanged companion Finn Palmeroy helps her
fend off the attack, but not before their plane crash lands in the forest
hundreds of miles from civilization. Great, now she’s stranded with a
priceless tome and a rakish vampire whose bedtime is fast approaching.
Why does everyone want this book so badly, anyway? Anna just wants to
get it to Jane before Finn decides to turn her into dinner—or sweep her
off her feet. Okay, the second option is really tempting. But they’re not

Waves of Light and Sound - Shirley Duke 2014-08-01
In Waves of Light and Sound, students will learn about electromagnetic
and mechanical waves, the properties of waves and sounds, pitch,
amplitude, and much more. Readers will love discovering new
information in this chapter book while also reinforcing learned skills with
comprehension and extension activities. The Let’s Explore Science series
allows readers to dive into the world of fascinating science-related topics
while strengthening reading comprehension skills. Each 48-page title
features full-color photographs, real-world applications, content
vocabulary, and more to effectively engage young learners.
To the Stars - Molly McAdams 2016-02-09
In the second standalone book in New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Molly McAdams’ Thatch series, Knox Alexander must
convince his long-time love Harlow Evans that they’re meant to be
together. He promised to wait for her. She told him he was wasting his
time. Not waiting for him ended up being the biggest mistake of her life.
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out of the woods yet…
Be Terrible - Molly Likovich 2021-12-20
"A heartfelt romance wrapped in eroticism, tied up in imagery, and
topped with a Christmas bow. This tale may give us a chance to be
terrible, but Likovich's gorgeous style makes it feel nothing but
wonderful." Summer Star Hickok, co-author of We All May Be Together
Monika is spending the holidays alone this year, hiding out in her late
grandmother's beach house. She plans to spend the season with her antianxiety meds and a bottle of wine until an unexpected visitor breaks in.
Prepared to fight for her life, Monika uses her grandmother's old
handgun to shoot the intruder only to realize it's not a man. It's Krampus
the Yule Devil himself. Krampus sweeps Monika up in his sack and
carries her back to his realm where she is in for a whirlwind night of pain
and pleasure. But there is more to Krampus than meets the eye, and
there is a darkness in Monika that she's always been dying to unleash.
Not everything is as black and white as 'naughty' and 'nice.' CW: dubcon,
bdsm, spanking, light bloodplay, choking/breath play, mentions of past
sexual assault, mentions of mental illness. "Ho-ho-horny and super sweet.
A perfect monster romance for the holidays."--River Meade, artist "Giving
new life to myth and unspeakably naughty. I loved every minute."--Maisie
Dickson, Co-author of We All May Be Together "A wickedly delightful
Yuletide treat. 'Be Terrible' combines the best of ancient folklore and
primal darkness with the timeless themes of desire, passion, and
transcendent love. A delicious reminder that we can heal ourselves by
facing our darkest desires head on. And that sometimes the greatest
pleasure is to be found by embracing pain."--Nori Rose, Co-author of
Crown & Pen e-zine
The Girl with No Nose - Georgia Byng 2016-10
Alice Peasbody was born with no nose. People laugh and jeer at Alice and
call her 'Pancake Face'. Even when she is given a prosthetic nose and
gains the courage to move to the big city and take an office job, she
cowers in dark corners. The only place she feels she can truly be herself
is the roof garden of the office block. But one day a handsome and goodnatured man comes to work in Alice's office, and she finds herself drawn
out of the dark corners.
Nyx in the House of Night - P. C. Cast 2011-06-07
The House of Night is no ordinary school—and not just because it's for
vampyres. It's a place where magic, religion, folklore, and mythology
from multiple traditions merry meet and meld to create something
incredible and new. In Nyx in the House of Night—a 2-color illustrated
companion to the House of Night series—some of your favorite YA
authors, plus a few experts, help you navigate the influences behind the
House of Night series in a guide that would get even Damien's seal of
approval. Travel with P.C. Cast as she gets her first tattoo in Ireland,
climbs the ruins of Sgiach's castle, and discovers the lore that led to the
Isle of Skye vampyres. Read Kristin Cast's defense of women in history
and mythology who, like Zoey, have made a practice of juggling multiple
men. Sit in on a vampyre lecture by Bryan Lankford, the real-life basis
for House of Night instructor Dragon Lankford, on the parallels between
Wiccan and vampyre circle rituals. Tour Tulsa's House of Night
landmarks with local Amy H. Sturgis. Plus: •Karen Mahoney on Nyx and
other goddesses of the night •John Edgar Browning on vampires in
folklore, fiction, and reality •Jana Oliver on tattoos and other Marks
•Ellen Steiber on feline familiars •Yasmine Galenorn on priestesses and
goddess worship •Jordon Dane on Zoey's Cherokee heritage •Jeri SmithReady on the Raven Mockers and Kalona's less than heavenly inspiration
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•Christine Zika on the connection between Nyx and the Virgin Mary
•Triniy Faegen on the Greek version of the Otherworld Nyx in the House
of Night also includes an appendix of character names that reveals the
myth behind Zoey's last name, which House of Night cats have ties to
Camelot, Egypt, and Middle-earth, and more!
Molly Moon's Incredible Book of Hypnotism - Georgia Byng 2010-11-30
Welcome to the Wonderful World of Hypnotism Molly Moon is no
ordinary orphan. When she finds a mysterious old book on hypnotism,
she discovers she can make people do whatever she wants. But a sinister
stranger is watching her every move and he'll do anything to steal her
hypnotic secret...
I Hear Sound - Francis Spencer 2021
Hearing is one of our five senses. Sound helps us identify things around
us and helps us learn. Learn how sound travels in waves and we hear
different pitches of sound.
Tilly the Trickster - Molly Shannon 2011-09-01
Tilly loves to play pranks on everyone around her, but when her family
decides to turn the tables Tilly needs to decide if she should change.
Wild Life - Molly Gloss 2001
When mother of five Charlotte Bridger Drummond becomes lost in the
Great Northwest Woods, she is rescued by an elusive group of quasihuman beasts that force her to examine her previous notions about the
differences between animals and humans, men and women, and
wilderness and civilization. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
My Big Bad Monster - A. N. Kang 2019-07-04
Have you ever met your monster of self-doubt? This girl has. When she's
had enough of his negativity, she discovers that with a little help from
new friends and a lot of boisterous music, he'll disappear for good! This
sweet picturebook with energetic art by A. N. Kang will strike a chord in
readers both big and small.
Molly Moon and the Morphing Mystery: Molly Moon 5 - Georgia Byng
2010-09-08
Molly Moon is unstoppable! She's a master hypnotist, a time-traveller
and a mind-reader, and in this sizzling new story she harnesses a new
power - morphing. Soon she and her twin brother Micky are swapping
bodies with ladybirds, dogs, rats, even the Queen of England herself! But
they can't continue for ever ... and unless they can get their hands on
'The Advanced Arts' hypnotism book, they will never get back to their
own bodies. Sabotaged by a gaggle of wicked women who want to
destroy them, Molly and Micky must find a way to return to themselves
in spite of all the dangerous surprises thrown their way.
Molly Moon Stops the World - Georgia Byng 2010-10-19
Molly Moon is back—and this time she's hypnotizing her way to the
Academy Awards in Los Angeles! Along with Rocky and Petula the pug,
Molly is tracking the sinister activities of American billionaire Primo Cell,
who wants to become president and take over the world. He has all the
Hollywood celebrities in his power, but Molly Moon has an amazing
power of her own, which even she doesn't know about....
Marcia's Madness - Lauren Baratz-Logsted 2010-05-03
Questions! Questions! Questions! The Sisters Eight have so many
questions and so few answers! Luckily, one more month means one more
Eight will discover her power and her gift, which means they're one step
closer to discovering what happened to Mommy and Daddy on New
Year's Eve. Marcia’s month is about to begin. You remember Marcia,
right? The sensible one? The one who would never do anything . . .
crazy?
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